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Expertise across retail
With over 130 virtual store simulations, we have got good at helping our clients get their point across!

We underpin global category and perfect store operations for household names
(Bayer, Wrigley Mars, PepsiCo and more)

✔Planograms & range reviews ✔NPD & product or store innovation ✔Research & market testing ✔Perfect and future store

✔Work better remotely (Zoom / Teams)

What is the Metaverse?
• The Metaverse, or Web 3.0, is a digital reality that combines aspects
of social media, online gaming, augmented reality (AR), virtual reality
(VR), cryptocurrencies, and NFT’s (non-fungible tokens) to enable
users to interact virtually
• Augmented reality overlays visual elements, sound, and other sensory
input onto real-world settings to enhance the user experience, while
virtual reality is entirely virtual and enhances fictional realities

• As the Metaverse grows, instead of just viewing digital content, users will
be able to immerse themselves in a space where the digital and physical
worlds converge

What are NFT’s or Non-Fungible Tokens?
• “Non-fungible” means that it’s unique and can’t be replaced with something else. For
example, a bitcoin is fungible — trade one for another bitcoin, and you’ll have exactly
the same thing. A one-of-a-kind sport card, however, is non-fungible. If you traded it
for a different card, you’d have something completely different.
• NFTs are designed to give you something that can’t be copied: ownership of the work
(though an artist can still retain the copyright and reproduction rights, just like with
physical artwork). To put it in terms of physical art collecting: anyone can buy a Monet
print. But only one person can own the original.
• Last year, Adidas took their first foray into the world of digital art. Their debut collection
Into the Metaverse consisted of 30,000 NFTs, each of which gives the buyer exclusive
access to physical merchandise that will become available in the future. The NFTs sold
out within hours, and Adidas earned approximately $22 million in sales. The retailer has
since stated their intention to bring out more NFTs in the future.
Source: https://www.detego.com/retail_insights_en/retail-en/are-nft-retailers-the-next-big-thing-in-retail-innovation/

What is a block chain?
• Blockchain is an open ledger that several parties can access at once. One of its
primary benefits is that the recorded information is hard to change without an
agreement from all parties involved. IBM explained that each new record becomes a
block with a unique, identifying hash. Linking the blocks into a chain of records forms
a blockchain. Bitcoin cryptocurrency uses blockchain technology.
• Blockchain helps in the verification and traceability of multistep transactions needing
verification and traceability. It can provide secure transactions, reduce compliance
costs, and speed up data transfer processing. Blockchain technology can help contract
management and audit the origin of a product. It also can be used in voting platforms
and managing titles and deeds.

• Both NFTs and cryptocurrencies are based on blockchain, utilizing similar innovation
and similar standards. Accordingly, they will quite often draw in similar players. NFTs
can be considered a subset of the crypto culture, and you by and large need
cryptographic forms of money to trade NFTs

Why is the Metaverse Important to Retail and FMCG
partners?
• The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic and the emergence of the Delta and Omicron variants
have forced companies to reevaluate how they engage with their customers, how to deliver
relevant customer experiences, and how digital channels can be used to support business
continuity through the crisis and beyond
• Complex global corporate structures and the continued growth of remote working will
require more sophisticated internal and external communication solutions to support their
collaborative planning processes
• Current virtual solutions lack the capability to enable simultaneous interactions between
multiple users within an environment and do not have the requisite security protocols to
protect user identities and information
• Faced with increased costs due to inflation, the ongoing supply chain crisis, and persistent
worker shortages are forcing companies to become more agile and efficient in their
business operations

Fully interactive Digital Twins bridging reality and virtual
worlds 4K

Augmented Reality in Retail today

Walmart and the Metaverse

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UNMHH0kIpPE

Early examples of Retail in the Metaverse

https://www.brandlab-360.com/metatown

https://www.metamalls.io/

https://www.brandlab-360.com/metatown

Even whole cities!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q6TRvT9nE4k
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